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- we are aware of the issue that the mystic knight's 'don't you know i'm the number one?' prime: sacred might is not correctly
applied when a phoenix down is equipped to a character as the prime effect is only applied when the effect and skill

cooldowns are both 0. - this issue will be resolved during the maintenance on april 7, 2021 (wed). the prime effect will be
applied correctly when the phoenix down is equipped to a character. - we are aware of the issue that the '7th boss' quest is

not being displayed correctly in the [reputations] window. - this issue will be resolved during the maintenance on april 7, 2021
(wed). - the quest will be made available until the maintenance on april 14, 2021 (wed). an npc named 'ml' (japanese: マリー) in
[joogle] joogle forest can be automatically summoned every time you enter the [joogle] joogle forest with the joogle dangly. -

this issue will be resolved during the maintenance on april 7, 2021 (wed). note: this issue will not occur when the joogle
dangly is given to the player during the quest 'sassinna's secret notes' that can be obtained by clearing [kritall] kritall

highlands. - the event quest '[event] kritall's kritall heart' will be made available until the maintenance on april 14, 2021
(wed). note: the quest will not be available at the joogle dangly vendor. the power of the white wolf quest has been revamped
with new content. the quest line is now more natural and less linear, and the remastered version allows players to determine

the final outcome from the start of the story.
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increase your str to ensure the maximum effect is obtained. - strengthening the str node will
increase the effect of the increase str node. - str will be increased by approximately 10% for every

level you gain. - str is increased by approximately 10% for each rank you have. - you cannot gain str
ranks until you have a certain amount of levels. - you cannot gain str ranks if you have a certain
amount of ranks. - str is increased by approximately 10% for each additional skill level. - str is

increased by approximately 10% for each additional level you have. - each skill level gives a certain
amount of str. - a character's skill level can be increased only up to a certain maximum level. - a

character's skill level is increased by approximately 10% for each level above the maximum level. -
str is increased by approximately 10% for each additional perfect block skill level. - str is increased

by approximately 10% for each additional perfect block skill level. - perfect blocks perform at a
slightly higher rate than normal blocks. the mystic quest remastered features a content protection

system that makes it possible to only access items that have been purchased from the official
website. previously the method used to deliver and unlock the character models, quests, weapons,
and armor was run through steam. steam has been removed from the system now as we've moved

to a direct download from the official website. this does mean that there will be a short delay for
everything to be delivered and the steam verification process can take up to 30 minutes. if the

download fails due to a connection issue, the character model, quests, weapons, and armor will not
be accessible. every character that is downloaded has the potential to be placed into the mystic

vault, which contains items that have never been released and are only available to those who have
purchased the game or have played the game before. 5ec8ef588b
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